Safety and precision
Gas Regulator Diaphragms

The signature of quality!
Effbe: diaphragm specialist

For more than 60 years EFFBE has begun with the manufacturing of rubber diaphragms. Since then the company has been developing as leading supplier and solution finder of individual requirements for all range of diaphragms: punched, moulded, with or without texture and thermoformed.

Gas regulator diaphragms: why choosing Effbe?

• Among the world leaders in the activity of diaphragms for gas regulators
• International sales presence
• Effbe produces diaphragms with or without texture (acc. to the pressure)
• Material for CNG and LPG application
• Specifical material for low temperature application
• Materials meeting current quality standards EN549, ISO 13787, DVGW...
• Competence centre to guarantee our customers state of the art development of diaphragms
• Effbe supplies the world biggest manufacturers of gas regulators
• High performing equipments
• Mastery of our production process that guarantees a great quality stability